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For more than a decade, Tim Crow hasFor more than a decade, Tim Crow has

contributed to the scientific literaturecontributed to the scientific literature

thought-provoking and sometimes provo-thought-provoking and sometimes provo-

cative ideas on the origins of cerebralcative ideas on the origins of cerebral

asymmetry, language and psychosis. Now,asymmetry, language and psychosis. Now,

in this edited volume, he has assembledin this edited volume, he has assembled

contributions from palaeontology, linguis-contributions from palaeontology, linguis-

tics and genetics in addressing the questiontics and genetics in addressing the question

of whether modern humans evolved gradu-of whether modern humans evolved gradu-

ally or quite suddenly. In making a case forally or quite suddenly. In making a case for

the latter, Crow is continuing a longthe latter, Crow is continuing a long

tradition of sometimes heated debate overtradition of sometimes heated debate over

the exact nature of our descent. Staunchthe exact nature of our descent. Staunch

Darwinists, faithful to the principle ofDarwinists, faithful to the principle of

gradualist change by natural selection,gradualist change by natural selection,

have, for more than a century, come uphave, for more than a century, come up

against sceptics (from Alfred Russel Wal-against sceptics (from Alfred Russel Wal-

lace – the co-discoverer of the theory – tolace – the co-discoverer of the theory – to

Stephen Jay Gould), who cite the disconti-Stephen Jay Gould), who cite the disconti-

nuities in the fossil and archaeologicalnuities in the fossil and archaeological

record, as well as human-specific language,record, as well as human-specific language,

as evidence for saltational or suddenas evidence for saltational or sudden

change.change.

The cornerstones of Crow’s hypothesisThe cornerstones of Crow’s hypothesis

are: that modern human creativity andare: that modern human creativity and

reason reflect a recent and sudden depar-reason reflect a recent and sudden depar-

ture from the evolutionary trajectory of ourture from the evolutionary trajectory of our

hominid ancestors; that syntactic, symbolichominid ancestors; that syntactic, symbolic

language and directional handedness con-language and directional handedness con-

stitute ‘our oldest title-deeds as rationalstitute ‘our oldest title-deeds as rational

beings’ (Muller, 1996); and that a mutationbeings’ (Muller, 1996); and that a mutation

on the X and Y chromosomes prior to theon the X and Y chromosomes prior to the

migration of our ancestors out of Africamigration of our ancestors out of Africa

100 000 years ago was subject to sexual100 000 years ago was subject to sexual

selection and represented the speciationselection and represented the speciation

event. These three principles are well-event. These three principles are well-

reflected in this volume, with authoritativereflected in this volume, with authoritative

commentaries on the earliest human fossilscommentaries on the earliest human fossils

and symbolic artefacts, on the differencesand symbolic artefacts, on the differences

between animal vocalisations and ‘singular’between animal vocalisations and ‘singular’

human language and the uniqueness ofhuman language and the uniqueness of

directional asymmetry, and finally on thedirectional asymmetry, and finally on the

sex-linked protocadherin genes as possiblesex-linked protocadherin genes as possible

candidates for a speciation event.candidates for a speciation event.

The arguments Crow has collated areThe arguments Crow has collated are

well constructed and heavily referencedwell constructed and heavily referenced

and, to the reader unfamiliar with thisand, to the reader unfamiliar with this

terrain, almost convincing. However, de-terrain, almost convincing. However, de-

spite a consensus that the emergence ofspite a consensus that the emergence of

Homo sapiensHomo sapiens involved something quiteinvolved something quite

drastic, there are hints of some doubters indrastic, there are hints of some doubters in

the camp. For example, Chris Stringer, ofthe camp. For example, Chris Stringer, of

the Natural History Museum, explains thethe Natural History Museum, explains the

difficulties in defining ‘modernity’ and howdifficulties in defining ‘modernity’ and how

‘modern morphology’ and ‘modern behav-‘modern morphology’ and ‘modern behav-

iour’ are fluid concepts, whose origins areiour’ are fluid concepts, whose origins are

not necessarily coincident. And in a chapternot necessarily coincident. And in a chapter

on laterality, Michael Corballis supportson laterality, Michael Corballis supports

the notion of a laterality gene, but arguesthe notion of a laterality gene, but argues

that it is located solely on the X chromo-that it is located solely on the X chromo-

some.some.

In an era in which complex cognitiveIn an era in which complex cognitive

processes are understood in polygenic terms,processes are understood in polygenic terms,

it is difficult to imagine that a single gene isit is difficult to imagine that a single gene is

responsible for cerebral asymmetry andresponsible for cerebral asymmetry and

language. Tim Crow is well accustomedlanguage. Tim Crow is well accustomed

to the sometimes lonely role of pioneer andto the sometimes lonely role of pioneer and

is not deterred by sceptics. His contributionis not deterred by sceptics. His contribution

to modern psychiatry is legend, and for thisto modern psychiatry is legend, and for this

reason alone,reason alone, The Speciation of ModernThe Speciation of Modern

Homo sapiensHomo sapiens deserves a read. It isdeserves a read. It is

different and it is not specifically aboutdifferent and it is not specifically about

psychosis, but it is a challenging andpsychosis, but it is a challenging and

thought-provoking discussion on what itthought-provoking discussion on what it

means to be human – and that is ofmeans to be human – and that is of

relevance to us all.relevance to us all.
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Measuring PsychopathologyMeasuring Psychopathology is a muchis a much

more informative and intelligent, and alsomore informative and intelligent, and also

risky, title for this interesting publicationrisky, title for this interesting publication

than ‘the use of measuring instruments inthan ‘the use of measuring instruments in

psychiatry’ would have been, and it boldlypsychiatry’ would have been, and it boldly

begs the question: can psychopathology bebegs the question: can psychopathology be

measured? The authors make a good case,measured? The authors make a good case,

which carries the reader most of thewhich carries the reader most of the

way, for a positive answer. It is thorough,way, for a positive answer. It is thorough,

practical and rewards careful reading.practical and rewards careful reading.

Having defined what psychopathologyHaving defined what psychopathology

is, the need for its classification andis, the need for its classification and

measurement, and discussed the conceptmeasurement, and discussed the concept

of disease, there is an account of symptomsof disease, there is an account of symptoms

and signs in psychiatry, covering all areasand signs in psychiatry, covering all areas

of the mental state examination. There isof the mental state examination. There is
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